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A Turn for a Better World 

In this new world of chaos, the inevitable drastic change is in a mushroom. From the 
compulsion that we bring to ourselves to attain power, to the greed we invoke ourselves with, 
this world has indeed become a new world, no longer can be recognized.  

The widespread corruption that lies within the society today has indeed gone on with the 
rotation of the earth on its axis. As it completes its rotation, a greed for power is accomplished. 
This is the reality that all of us should be aware of. Haven’t we humans gone further? Haven’t 
we become monsters voracious enough in acquiring the pride we have no right of possessing? 
Yes. We have no right to possess any pride because our neighbors in other nations are being 
deprived and stepped on due to this word each nation boasts of –pride. Have you heard of our 
brothers and sisters in Palestine being discriminated and deprived of their rights to live? Or even 
the poor people of a nation, being dragged to their tombs slowly but surely by means of 
neglecting the responsibility of those who can, towards those who can’t? 

Many of us today, fail to realize the value of having each other as part of the living 
society more than capable enough of thinking. Wars taking place here and there has been a threat 
into the noble eyes of the children; the unending competition for which race is best or which is 
more respectful has been a downfall of the hopes for the lesser ones to have a brighter future; the 
continuous greed for power, fame and glory, has indeed made us all unworthy of the trust we all 
can gain from each other.  

Jeopardy is everywhere yet why do these things happen? It is because of our own choices. 
We are the ones choosing for the consequences taking place within our lives. And we have to put 
an end in choosing the wrong option to attain the better future we all want to achieve. If we all 
work hand in hand, we can always attain the goals we want to uphold which may actually turn 
our world to a better place. 


